
AMC on Reactive Portfolio Strategy

Issuer: Bank Julius Baer ISIN: CH0446338524 Valor: 44633852 Currency: EUR

Issue Date: 12.12.2018 NAV Date: 08.12.2020 NAV: 101.10 Mgmt Fee: 1.65%

Product strategy

The Active Managed Certi(cate )AMCm on the Reactive Portfolio Strategy )RPSm is an actively panaged bortfolio Fased on the investpent 
advice and recoppendation of wortGorth A, )fortGorth.chm.

wortGorth A,x is an indebendent fapily Gealth of(ce Fuilt around a teap of highly eIberienced brofessionalsx Gith a strong focus on 
copbutational (nance. -t use brobrietary statistical and pathepatical podelsx develobed over pore than 20 years of research and asset 
panagepentx to investigate (nancial parkets Gith discibline and focusx to identify statistically roFust parket inef(cienciesx to avoid 
classical Fehavioral errors related to instinct and epotionalityx to panage pore effectively eItrepe risks and to podel ideas and strategies 
that deliver parketqleading investpent returns to investors.

RPS is a “uantitative strategy )algorithpqFased bortfolio strategym develobed Fy wortGorth A, and designed for investors thatx in a 
”uctuating parket environpentx need a systepatic and tactical brocess that is dynapic enough to jreactz to the shifting changes of the 
overall parket and achieving bositive total return. The bortfolio allocations of the “uantitative podel ad:ust Gith the changing parkets Gith 
the oF:ective to en:oy botential ubside gains and create longqterp groGth. RPS is obtipi9ed to Fe resilient to eItrepe risks and to pinipi9e 
draGdoGns.

The strategy offers a gloFal pultiqasset allocation across the pain li“uid asset classes )such as cashx Fondsx e“uitiesx goldx coppoditiesx 
real estatex currenciesm. The bortfolio is painly copbosed of ETws. The risk bro(le of the strategy is Falanced© aFout 50% of the bortfolio 
is invested in Fonds. The other 50% in other asset classes. -n barticular parket conditionsx total bortfolio eIbosure could Fe reduced in 
favour of cash. The Euro is the Fase currency of the strategy. The foreign eIchange risk is hedged at the sole discretion of the “uantitative 
podel. The strategy is long only Gith (nancial leverage e“ual to one )100%m.

Product Composition by Asset Class 

Fixed In... - 53.04%

Equity      - 18.54%

Commodity   - 12.85%

Cash        - 12.62%
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Product Composition by Asset Class 
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Product Composition by Country 

Global      - 58.65%

Cash        - 12.62%

U.S.        - 10.44%

Internat... -  8.51%

European... -  4.99%

US          -  2.95%
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Japan       -  0.67%

Product Composition by Currency 

EUR - 81.43%

USD - 10.11%

CHF -  7.13%

JPY -  1.23%

CAD -  0.05%

GBP -  0.05%
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Important Legal Notice

This statepent shall Fe deeped correct and abbroved unless the Bank receives Gritten noti(cation of disagreepent Githin four Geeks frop the date of 
disbatch. This buFlication constitutes parketing paterial and is not the result of indebendent (nancial research. Therefore the legal re“uirepents regarding 
the indebendence of (nancial research do not abbly. The inforpation and obinions eIbressed in this buFlication Gere broduced Fy Bank Julius Baer Z Co. Otd.x 
Nurichx as of the date of Griting and are suF:ect to change Githout notice. This buFlication is intended for inforpation burboses only and does not constitute an 
offerx a recoppendation or an invitation Fyx or on Fehalf ofx Julius Baer to pake any investpents. ’binions and coppents of the authors re”ect their current 
vieGsx Fut not necessarily of other Julius Baer entities or any other third barty. Services andLor broducts pentioned in this buFlication pay not Fe suitaFle for 
all recibients )i.e. retail clientsm and pay not Fe availaFle in all countries. Clients of Julius Baer are kindly re“uested to get in touch Gith the local Julius Baer 
entity in order to Fe inforped aFout the services andLor broducts availaFle in such country. This buFlication has Feen brebared Githout taking account of the 
oF:ectivesx (nancial situation or needs of any barticular investor. Before entering into any transactionx investors should consider the suitaFility of the transaction 
to individual circupstances and oF:ectives. Any investpent or trading or other decision should only Fe pade Fy the client after a thorough reading of the relevant 
broduct terp sheetx suFscribtion agreepentx inforpation peporandupx brosbectus or other offering docupent relating to the issue of the securities or other 
(nancial instrupents. @othing in this buFlication constitutes investpentx legalx accounting or taI advicex or a rebresentation that any investpent or strategy is 
suitaFle or abbrobriate for individual circupstancesx or otherGise constitutes a bersonal recoppendation for any sbeci(c investor. Julius Baer recoppends that 
investors indebendently assessx Gith a brofessional advisorx the sbeci(c (nancial risks as Gell as legalx regulatoryx creditx taI and accounting conse“uences. 
Past berforpance is not a reliaFle indicator of future results. Perforpance forecasts are not a reliaFle indicator of future berforpance. The investor pay not 
get Fack the apount invested. Although the inforpation and data herein are oFtained frop sources Felieved to Fe reliaFlex no rebresentation is pade that the 
inforpation is accurate or copblete. Bank Julius Baer Z Co. Otd.x Nurichx its suFsidiaries and af(liated copbanies do not accebt liaFility for any loss arising 
frop the use of this buFlication. This buFlication pay only Fe distriFuted in countries Ghere its distriFution is legally berpitted. This buFlication is not directed 
to any berson in any :urisdiction Ghere )Fy reason of that bersonYs nationalityx residence or otherGisem such buFlications are brohiFited. Bank Julius Baer Z 
Co. Otd.x Nurich is authorised and regulated Fy the SGiss winancial Market Subervisory Authority w-@MAx its suFsidiaries and af(liated copbanies are duly 
licenced and regulated Fy the local authorities. This buFlication has not Feen revieGed or abbroved Fy any regulatory authority. wurther inforpation can Fe 
oFtained frop the local entity or Fe found at GGG.:uliusFaer.cop. Actively Managed Certi(cates )AMCsm are copbleI (nancial broducts Ghich involve a high 
degree of risk. They are intended eIclusively for investors Gho have the knoGledge and eIberience necessary to understand all risks and perits involved. AMCs 
are not copbaraFle Gith conventional deFts or e“uity securities and Gill not Fe covered Fy any (nancial copbensation or insurance schepe. -n barticularx the 
AMC does not constitute a barticibation in a collective investpent schepe. -t constitutes a directx unconditionalx unsecured and unsuFordinated oFligation 
of the issuer. The broductYs value is not only debendent on the develobpent of the underlying)smx Fut also on the creditqGorthiness of the issuer. As AMCs 
pay Fe denopinated in another currency than the one of the investorYs hope pepFer statex ”uctuations in eIchange rates pay adversely affect the parket 
value of the broduct. AMCs Gere not registered Gith the local regulator and are not buFlicly distriFutaFle outside of SGit9erland. @ot all the risks and perits 
associated Gith an AMC can Fe disclosed in this buFlication. Thereforex botential investors should consult the entire broduct docupentation related to the 
sbeci(c issuance Fefore paking any investpent decision. The docupentation can Fe oFtained free of charge frop your relationshib panager or Fe re“uested 
at derivativesK:uliusFaer.cop. Bank Julius Baer Z Co. Otd. pakes no rebresentation as to the suitaFility or abbrobriateness of the broduct for any barticular 
investor. United States© @E-THER TH-S PUBO-CAT-’@ @’R A@D C’PD THERE’w MAD BE SE@Tx TA E@ -@T’ ’R -STR-BUTE  -@ THE U@-TE  STATES ’R 
T’ A@D US PERS’@. This buFlication pay contain inforpation oFtained frop third bartiesx including ratings frop rating agencies such as Standard Z PoorYsx 
MoodyYsx witch and other sipilar rating agencies. Rebroduction and distriFution of thirdqbarty content in any forp is brohiFited eIcebt Gith the brior Gritten 
berpission of the related thirdqbarty. Thirdqbarty content broviders do not guarantee the accuracyx copbletenessx tipeliness or availaFility of any inforpationx 
including ratingsx and are not resbonsiFle for any errors or opissions )negligent or otherGisemx regardless of the causex or for the results oFtained frop the use 
of such content. Thirdqbarty content broviders give no eIbress or ipblied Garrantiesx includingx Fut not lipited tox any Garranties of perchantaFility or (tness 
for a barticular burbose or use. Thirdqbarty content broviders shall not Fe liaFle for any directx indirectx incidentalx eIepblaryx copbensatoryx bunitivex sbecial 
or conse“uential dapagesx costsx eIbensesx legal feesx or losses )including lost incope or bro(ts and obbortunity costsm in connection Gith any use of their 
contentx including ratings. Credit ratings are statepents of obinions and are not statepents of fact or recoppendations to burchasex hold or sell securities. 
They do not address the parket value of securities or the suitaFility of securities for investpent burbosesx and should not Fe relied on as investpent advice. 
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